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10 09 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is in 60 minutes Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live call 
in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues. On this episode, Dr. Ray 
welcomes special guest Patrick Coffin, host of Catholic Answers Live, who is in Ohio promoting Living Bread 
Radio. The first caller of the program talked to Dr. Ray about how wives just want husbands to be supportive and fix 
things which Dr. Ray briefly mentioned in his introduction. The second caller told Dr. Ray about how her 
Kindergartener has social anxiety and will not speak at school.  Dr. Ray told the caller not to panic and that her 
daughter has formed a bad habit of not speaking to people she is not familiar or comfortable with. He goes on to say 
that her daughter may have selective mutism and that she, the caller, needs to conference with her daughters teacher 
and begin to slowly shape her daughters behavior. 

10 10 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is in 60 minutes Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live call 
in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues. On this episode, Dr. Ray 
broadcasts live from the National Catholic Radio Conference in Birmingham, Alabama. He begins the show by 
discussing how everyone has their own little trademark or saying, and how Catholics can attribute sayings and 
trademarks to each different Saint. The first caller of the program accidentally sent an email to the wrong person, it 
was a venting email that was supposed to go to a girlfriend and ended up being sent to the director of her college, 
and was wondering if she needed to bring up the email at her upcoming school meeting. Dr. Ray responded by 
saying that there is no real reason for her to bring up the email but if they happen to bring it up, hopefully it will be 
constructive and they will discuss ways to improve their program. The second caller has a son in law, who is 
diagnosed bi-polar, who has always had a distant attitude toward them and blames them for the problems in his 
marriage. The callers question was how do they continue a relationship with their daughter and her family when the 
son in law is distant and blames them for everything, to which Dr. Ray responds that they should never expect 
warmth and respect from him, since he does not even have those feelings toward himself and that they should talk to 
their daughter about how to continue a relationship with them without jeopardizing her marriage and family. 

10 17 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is in 60 minutes Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live call 
in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues. On this episode, Dr. Ray 
discusses the way communication between parents and children has changed over the years and how today youth  
are not as good as speaking communicating with others. The first caller of the program asked if gender identity 
confusion can be acted upon in the Catholic Church when the reasoning behind it is that God made me this way. Dr. 
Ray said that sexuality of any kind was created to be expressed only in marriage and that includes gender identity 
confusion, no exceptions. The second caller asked Dr. Ray if he knew of any link between the use of social media 
and depression her son is severely depressed and is receiving treatment through medication and therapy. Dr. Ray 
said he could not comment too much on the situation since he was under the evaluation of another therapist, but 
suggested that medication should be working for him if he is chemically depressed and that the therapist needs to be 
exploring why he is not happy. 

10 18 2013 1200  One Body, Stewarding Gods Creation 50 minutes Dr. Amy Hogan, M.D., a general medical 
doctor and fertility specialist talks interviews Maria Cheney, Licensed Social Worker, about building marital 
intimacy.  They talked about the problems that come between couples that prevent sexual intimacy and how putting 
spirituality combined with counseling helps couples to reunite sexually and intimately as they put their marriage 
back together and make it better than the day they married.  

10 25 2013 1200 One Body, Stewarding Gods Creation 50 minutes Dr Amy Hogan, M.D., a general medical 
doctor and fertility specialist talks about the dignity of women.  In her show she cites statistics that prove 
pornography are ruining sexuality for young men and women.  She speaks to parents on how to help prevent 
pornography from coming into their childs life. She also talks about the mystery of the female body and how 
revealing that mystery through provocative clothing is hurting women and relationships.  



11 01 2013 1200  One Body, Stewarding Gods Creation 50 minutes Dr Amy Hogan, M.D., a general medical 
doctor and fertility specialist talks interviews Dr. Maria Rapp, also a fertility specialist, about the beauty of fertility 
inside marriage.  Dr. Maria talks about how she discovered how artificial birth control caused abortions and death of 
women.  They talked about how the culture has embraced both birth control and multiple sexual partners, so much 
so, that people are seen as strange if they do not have sex soon after meeting someone of the opposite sex.  They 
counter this with the beauty of how our bodies are made and how they work naturally to stay healthy in both body 
and mind, which is the way God designed us.  

11 15 2013 1200 One Body Stewarding Gods Creation 50 minutes Dr Amy Hogan, M.D., a general medical 
doctor and fertility specialist talks with Catherine Seiwert about Pure and Simple Health Education.  They talk about 
how sex education needs to be talked about and modeled in the home.  They also discuss how sexuality is good as it 
is designed by God, but can quickly become disordered and hurtful if not used in the proper way. 

12 18 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is in 60 minutes Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live call 
in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.   In his monologue Dr. Ray 
talked about parents who blame themselves.  He said parents need to realize that their intentions were good, but their 
children are adults now and they have free will.  The culture is seductive and pulls them away, and young adults will 
inevitably do their own thing.  He then took calls for the remainder of the hour.  One caller, a grandfather, asked 
how to help his grandchildren who are distant with their father and the girls are being raised by an aunt who is the 
barrier in the relationship with the grandfather.  What should his role be?  Dr. Ray said he needs to have peace from 
knowing that he tried the best he could even with the aunt working against him.  Dr. Ray took calls the remainder of 
the hour.

12 19 2013 at 1200 The Doctor is in 60 minutes Host Dr. Ray Guarendi is a clinical psychologist hosting a live 
call-in show where listeners ask questions regarding family problems or behavioral issues.   In his monologue Dr. 
Ray talked about Christmas letters.  He read a humorous letter talking about his wife and his children.  He then took 
calls.  Molly called about her 30 year old son who stopped going to church with her.  She is worried about how to 
handle the upcoming holy days.  Dr. Ray told her not to even bring it up.  He knows how his mother feels.  She 
should give herself a relaxed time.  He may come around in time, but in the meantime, just be herself and enjoy him.
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